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APPENDIX

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Robinson Street, which runs North

the prioritization and implementation

pdf ), were used to design a two-part

- South from West Broad Street to Byrd

of many of its objectives. Storefront re-

community workshop series to develop a

Park is an historic commercial corridor

sponded to a request from RSA to assist

blueprint for streetscape improvements

in the City of Richmond’s Fan District

in this prioritization process by, first,

along the Robinson Street corridor.

housing an eclectic mix of residential,

organizing an urban design walk down

Storefront volunteers worked with the

commercial and institutional uses. An

the corridor with members of the City of

City of Richmond’s Department of Public

initial “Robinson Street Placemaking

Richmond’s Department of Planning and

Works (DPW) and PDR to suggest realis-

and Streetscape Improvement Plan” was

Development Review (PDR) in February

tic timelines and costs for the proposed

developed by Mark Hill, a VCU Master of

of 2013.

streetscape improvements.

Urban and Regional Planning student, in
the Spring of 2012.

Storefront volunteers captured

This workshop report provides a

community perspectives on a map and

brief recap of the two-part workshop

this document along with Mark Hill’s

and lists the priorities for streetscape

(RSA) formed during the development

plan (http://robinsonstreetrva.files.

improvements as voted on by the partic-

of this plan and has been engaged in

wordpress.com/2012/11/printquality428.

ipants of the workshop.

The Robinson Street Association

ROBINSON BETWEEN GROVE & HANOVER
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WORKSHOP SERIES RECAP

PRIORITIZATION EXERCISE
01

A description of the priority.

02

Physical location(s) along the
corridor.

03

Potential funding sources (both
public and private)

04

Projected timeline for implementation and

05
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A place for community comments.

The first community workshop was

the corridor and were led through a se-

held on Saturday, November 16th from

ries of prompts from the facilitator. Par-

10am-12pm in the board room of Retreat

ticipants added where they would like to

Hospital with twenty-three participants.

see greenspace, where sidewalks and

Existing conditions were reviewed by

crosswalks were needed, where lighting

the Storefront facilitator including Mark

was insufficient, how traffic flow could

Hill’s Plan (May 2012), the urban design

be improved, where street furniture

walk (Feb 2013), the City of Richmond’s

and bike racks could be added, where

Capital Improvements Program and

signage and gateways should be located

Proposed Budget (2013 - 2017), and

and where any infrastructure issues cre-

potential private funding sources and

ated hazards to pedestrian safety. After

grants. Participants then broke into four

the maps were marked up, each group

groups and gathered around maps of the

was asked to decide on their top three

Robinson Street Corridor with a volun-

to five priorities which they then shared

teer facilitator. They were asked to mark

with the whole group. Storefront volun-

where their interests were (residence,

teers made note of these top priorities

business, employer, property, etc.) on

to be further researched for the second

workshop.

1) A description of the priority, 2) Phys-

Before the second workshop, Storefront

ical location(s) along the corridor, 3)

staff took a walk down the Robinson

Potential funding sources (both pub-

Street Corridor with Nyika Rober-

lic and private), 4) Projected timeline

son-Ramos of the City of Richmond’s

for implementation and 5) A place for

Department of Public Works to discuss

community comments. Participants

what could be possible through the use

were given 8 green dots and 2 red dots

of Capital Improvement Program funds

and asked to use the green dots to vote

so that this information could be shared

for their top priorities and to use the

with the neighborhood before they de-

red dots (optional) to note if they did not

cided what was most important to tackle

think a priority was important. They

on the corridor. Nineteen participants

were encouraged to leave comments on

came to the second workshop held on

each sheet justifying their votes. The

December 14th at Retreat Hospital to

blueprint for streetscape improvements

rank the priorities developed out of the

comes from this prioritization exercise.

first workshop. 16 Priority sheets were

[Agendas for both workshops can be

placed around the room that included:

found in the appendix].
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THE BLUEPRINT
The blueprint for Robinson Street is outlined in the following pages. Sections appear in the order in
which they were prioritized by workshop participants—from the most votes received to the least votes
received. When applicable, community comments are listed as is feedback from the City of Richmond.
The notes from the walking survey are included in the appendix (p. 25).

BROAD STREET
BOULEVARD
DOWNTOWN EXPRESSWAY
VCU
MUSEUMS
BYRD PARK
ROBINSON STREET
CARYTOWN
MAIN STREET
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PARKLETS

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Design and install experimental

Cary & Robinson near

RSA, Acacia, City of

City of Richmond Bike

By Spring 2014: Permits

parklets to enhance beauty, help

Acacia

Richmond DPW, City of

and Pedestrian Trails

& Inspections (DPW),

green the street, calm traffic, and

Richmond PDR, Private

Coordinator, Jake Helm-

Zoning (PRD), Urban

encourage public leisure along

Funders

boldt, PDR, RSA

Design Committee Ap-

Robinson Street. Parklets can be

proval

temporary or permanent. Also,

Construction: Summer

parklets can be either private cafe

2014

extensions into the public realm
(on sidewalks/in parking spaces),
or publicly installed to encourage
pedestrian activity.

Stuart & Robinson near

RSA, Starbucks, City of

Private funding required,

By Spring 2014: Permits

Starbucks

Richmond DPW, City of

no public funds avail-

& Inspections (DPW),

Richmond PDR, Private

able; $10k-$30k

Zoning (PRD), Urban

Funders

COMMUNITY COMMENTS

Design Committee Approval
Construction: Summer

Try to avoid taking parking

2014

spaces; Consider incorporating
wayfinding into the parklets;
Avoid making them too ‘built out’
and capture opportunities for
greenery.

CITY COMMENTS
DPW is in support of installing
parklets along Robinson Street
as long as they are funded and
maintained by others.
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PARKLET CONCEPT COURTESY OF 3NORTH

PEDESTRIAN LIGHTING

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Provide street-level illumination

Robinson Street from

RSA, Fan District Asso-

Public funding through

2-5 years depending on

to enhance pedestrian safety,

Broad Street to Byrd

ciation, Robinson Street

council district funds

the allocation of funds.

using fixtures consistent with

Park with specific lo-

Merchants, DPW, DPU.

is possible and through

Permitting and DPW/

street lighting in other parts of

cations determined by

DPU with enough neigh-

DPU installation re-

the Fan District.

DPW and DPU.

borhood support and

quired and liaison with

follow-up.

Verizon and or Dominion
suggested.

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Human scale lighting is important
to making Robinson Street
pedestrian friendly; We need to
come up with a lighting plan to
approach DPW/DPU with.

CITY COMMENTS
DPU is in support of installing
ornamental lights along Robinson
Street, however, neighborhood
and council support is required
for this effort. Consult the
City’s Urban Design Guidelines
at http://www.richmondgov.
com/CommitteeUrbanDesign/
documents/UDC_Guidelines.pdf
Robinson Street is included in
the Fan lighting project, which
replaces shoebox and cobra head
street lights with whiter, warmer
light from ornamental lamps.

EXAMPLE OF ORNAMENTAL STREET LIGHT
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BIKE RACKS

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

Place bike racks in key locations

Potential Public Right of

City of Richmond Bike

Public funding could be

to enhance Robinson as a multi-

Way Locations:

and Pedestrian Trails

available through Capital

modal destination and provide

SE Corner of Grove &

Coordinator, Jake Helm-

Improvements Program

bike parking for local businesses

Robinson

boldt, PDR, RSA

Council funds for Bike

along the corridor. The RSA has

Main & Robinson

an interest in bike racks that

Cary & Robinson

$0.00 for standard

portray Robinson Street as a

Hanover & Robinson

post/ring rack

showcase for public art.

Floyd & Robinson

$100+/- for city ap-

(bike route)

proved rack

TIMELINE
As soon as 2-3 months

Rack Installation.

$30+/- for installation

COMMUNITY COMMENTS

in concrete
Private funding could

Consider street bike corrals;

be raised by RSA and/or

Combine bike racks, art and

VMFA

planters.
Potential Private Loca-

Private Business Own-

Private funding could be

As soon as they are pri-

tions: Any business is

ers, VMFA, VCUarts,

raised by RSA, VMFA and

vately purchased.

free to install bike racks

Jake Helmbolt (City

business who would like

Commercial bike racks will have

on their property as long

of Richmond Bike and

to install rack.

to be purchased with private and

as it does not obstruct

Pedestrian Trails Coor-

council funds only—DPW will

the public right of way.

dinator)

only install and fund the City of

If it does, an encroach-

Richmond standard bike rack.

ment permit is required

City bike racks can come in a

(slow & expensive)

CITY COMMENTS

variety of colors powder-coated
for durability—though the Urban
Design Committee (UDC) has only
approved gloss black at this time.
Bike and Trails coordinator is
interested in some other custom
racks as well that are multi-use.
These would need UDC approval.
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RING POST BIKE RACK

BIKE RACK/PLANTER (FRONT YARD COMPANY)

SIDEWALKS

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

Repair broken sidewalks and

General resurfacing and

RSA, DPW, City Council

Public funding would

bring them up to a standard

new curbs where needed

Representatives

need to be appropriated

which encourages people to

by council. DPW lacks

walk leisurely and safely for both

funding due to current

necessary and optional trips.

wait list.

TIMELINE
2-5 years

Ultimately, the RSA would like to
see their crosswalks accentuated
with brick, or a materials that
allow Robinson Street to further

Where trucks unload

RSA, Restaurant owners,

Discuss alternatives for

near restaurants

DPW

deliveries with restau-

2-5 years

rant owners and im-

identify as a district.

proved sidewalk materials with DPW. Funding

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Use interesting materials
(see examples at VCU and in

described above.

Grove and Robinson

RSA, DPW, City Council

See Above

2-5 years

Winchester); solve the “trashcan”
problem (where people/
businesses leave trash cans on
sidewalks at all hours); Search for
permanent solution to crushed
sidewalks/curbs where deliveries
happen.

CITY COMMENTS
Due to the overall City sidewalk
ranking system, council funding
will be required to repair the
Robinson Street sidewalks, curb,
and selected alley driveways, as
well as crosswalks at selected
intersections.
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GATEWAYS

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Establishment of gateway signage

Robinson & Broad

RSA, DPW, City Council

Public council funds

1-3 years depending on

to designate the entrances to the

Robinson & Idlewood at

Representatives, SFCD,

could be used with

design development,

Robinson Street Corridor.

Expressway Exit

mOb studio

private funds raised for

funding and encroach-

Robinson & Bridge from

gateways.

ment process for each of

Byrd Park

Estimate of $5-$8k per

the selected sites

Robinson & Hanover

gateway sign and instal-

Robinson & Stuart

lation

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Need to find how much different

Wayfinding from the

signage would cost; Could

Boulevard (VMFA & His-

gateways highlight businesses?;

torical Society Gateways)

Use the trolley as the Robinson

Robinson and Main

Street Symbol; Make gateways
from VMFA (Robinson and
Hanover).

CITY COMMENTS
DPW is in support of installing
gateway and wayfinding signage
with private and council funds.
DPW funds are not available for
this purpose and encroachments

ROBINSON & IDLEWOOD @ EXPRESSWAY EXIT

ROBINSON & STUART

ROBINSON & BROAD

ROBINSON & HANOVER

will be required wherever signs
are installed.
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WAYFINDING & SIGNAGE

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Take advantage of signage and

Signs and banners on

RSA, SFCD, DPW, PDR,

Public funding poten-

1-3 years depending on

wayfinding opportunities to

old Trolley Poles alter-

ECD, City Council Repre-

tially available through

design development and

guide people to Robinson Street

nating down the corridor

sentatives, VMFA

council funds, not avail-

funding for each of the

and distinguish the corridor

to create cohesive visual

able through DPW, DPU.

selected sites.

(See “Gateways”). Use historic

(Banners, plants and

Also consider contacting

elements like the trolley poles to

lights could all be con-

Economic and Commu-

distinguish corridors and include

nected to trolley poles).

nity Development (ECD)

driving, biking and walking times

for support.

on wayfinding signs.

Private funding likely
necessary for banner
design and printing

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Would be ideal to have 4 or 5
wayfinding signs to guide people
to corridor; We need Robinson
Street banners

CITY COMMENTS

($5k -$10k for banners).

Wayfinding along corri-

RSA, SFCD, DPW, PDR,

Public funding poten-

1-3 years depending on

dor edges:

ECD, Mayor’s office

tially available through

design development,

VMFA

(tourism), City Council

council funds, not avail-

funding and encroach-

Science Museum

Representatives, VMFA,

able through DPW, DPU.

ment process for each of

Historical Society

Historical Society,

Also consider contacting

the selected sites

Broad Street

Science Museum, RMA,

Economic and Commu-

Carytown/Cary Street

GRTC

nity Development (ECD)

DPW is in support of installing

Downtown Express-

for support.

gateway and wayfinding signage

way (Boulevard exit

Private funding for a

with private and council funds.

could say “Robinson

match would be helpful

DPW funds are not available for

Street” as well)

to getting wayfinding

this purpose and encroachments

done.

will be required wherever signs
are installed.
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PARKING

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Create easy to find and use

Conduct a field survey to

opportunities to park for

identify parking behind

are organized to take a

employees, residents, and

businesses. Encourage

walk.

visitors.

them to post off-street

RSA, Business owners

None required

As soon as volunteers

parking availability at

COMMUNITY COMMENTS

their front entrances
and/or make those spots
available for employees.

Figure out a way to reward
businesses that promote biking
and bus commuting.

Seek partnerships for

RSA, Business owners,

Develop a MOU with

When RSA approaches

shared parking with:

GRTC, Monument Ave.

willing partners to share

Monument Ave Baptist,

Monument Ave. Baptist

Baptist, Virginia Center

parking lots that are

VCA and GRTC.

Church, Virginia Center

for Architecture (VCA).

empty when not used.

for Architecture
GRTC, Retreat Hospital
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ALLEY ISSUES

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

Many alleys that empty onto

A thorough walking sur-

RSA, DPW (Todd Loney

As noted in “Sidewalks”

Robinson Street are in disrepair

vey is needed to identify

and Nyika Roberson-Ra-

DPW supports fixing

leading to gravel being dumped

problem Alleys. This

mos), SFCD

alleys but Public fund-

onto the street, standing water

walking survey should

ing would have to come

(mosquitos/ice), potholes, and

note the location, the

through City Council.

unsafe walking conditions. The

specific problem issues,

lack of uniformity takes away from

and the surrounding

the identity of the corridor.

businesses.

TIMELINE
2-5 years

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Prioritize alleys with pooling
water; have clubs or businesses
adopt alleys closest to them; find
opportunities to beautify alley
entrances with special pavers,
stamped concrete and plantings
(on private property to avoid
encroachment)

CITY COMMENTS
ALLEY ON ROBINSON BETWEEN PARKWOOD & CARY

Due to the overall City ranking
system, council funding will be
required to repair sidewalks,
curbs and selected alley
driveways—also, to install
crosswalks at selected
intersections.
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GREENING

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

With the addition of hanging

Narrow planters are

baskets, planters, street trees,

possible (as long as 4ft.

to purchase and main-

greenwalls and partnerships with

of sidewalk remains)

tain planters

business for landscape improve-

and encroachments are

ments the Robinson Street Corri-

required if they are per-

dor can become more green (also

manent. If temporary

see “Parklets” and “Bike Racks”

(i.e. seasonal) then no

for more details].

encroachment required.

COMMUNITY COMMENTS

Hanging Baskets on

RSA, Business owners,

Private funding nec-

concrete former trolley

DPW, DPU, PDR

essary to purchase

Bike racks with planters are desirable (Speak with Jake Helmbolt
& DPW about possibilities); Test
hanging baskets with business

RSA, Business owners

Private funding required

poles and/or current

and maintain hanging

power poles alternating

baskets.

TIMELINE
6 months - 2 years

6 months - 2 years

on every block along the
corridor

owners; maintenance contract
necessary for planters/baskets;
develop a “green theme” for the
corridor (types of plants, etc.)

Greenwalls at Verizon

RSA, Business owners,

Private funding required

Building, Retreat Hos-

Verizon, Retreat Hospi-

to construct and main-

pital and other along

tal.

tain greenwalls

6 months - 2 years

sides of other interested

CITY COMMENTS

businesses

Planting trees along Robinson Street is not an option; A
4-foot sidewalk width is maintained at all times. Plant potters
and hanging flower baskets from
utility poles are options if installed and maintained by others.
Encroachments will be required.
DPW is looking into planters with
points of attachment for bikes.
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VERIZON BUILDING

HISTORIC MARKERS

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

Celebrate history and trolley

Historic Trolley poles for

RSA, SFCD, DPW, PDR,

See “Wayfinding and

heritage along Robinson Street

signs [see “Signage”),

Department of Historic

Signage,” “Greening”

to enhance design and sense of

banners, hanging bas-

Resources (DHR).

and “Pedestrian Light-

place.

kets [see “Greening”],

TIMELINE
2 - 5 years

ing”

pedestrian lights [see

COMMUNITY COMMENTS

“Pedestrian Lighting”]

The purpose of these should be

Specific “Gateways” as

RSA, SFCD, DPW, PDR,

to promote economic vitality and

opportunity to promote

Department of Historic

make the area distinct.

history and heritage of

Resources (DHR).

See “Gateways”

1 - 3 years

5 years +

corridor.

Use of specific materials

RSA, SFCD, DPW, PDR,

Public funding not

to promote trolley histo-

Department of Historic

available. An encroach-

ry along entire corridor:

Resources (DHR).

ment would most likely

Pavers, Paint, Rail line

be necessary as would

to draw attention and

council, UDC, and

create unifying design

Planning Commission

feature/element

approval for any design
in the street.

Specific historic site

Department of Historic

Public match funding

markers at historic

Resources (DHR), RSA,

could be available for

sites to be determined

SFCD

the installation of specif-

along corridor. Survey of

ic historic markers once

historic sites and refer-

they make their way

ence of historic records

through DHR processes.

2 - 3 years

necessary to find these
sites with assistance of
liaison from DHR.
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GRTC SITE
Maintain involvement with development opportunities. VCU Urban
Planning Studio and the Dept. of
Planning and Development Review
are conducting and Urban Design
Study of the site. RSA involvement
is highly encouraged. Study and
plan to be complete by May 2014.

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Discuss use as temporary parking
for Robinson Street and Fan
businesses until it is redeveloped;
Use the location for an art/
farmer’s market.

BUS ROUTE

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Maintain communication with

All currently functioning

GRTC to monitor bus stops and

bus stops along Robin-

munication with GRTC

ridership for Robinson Street

son Street Corridor

liaison encouraged.

locations. Use yearly ridership
data to suggest options for
consolidating/discontinuing
certain bus stops.

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
One stop every three blocks
is sufficient; consolidate and
20

COURTESY OF STYLE WEEKLY

beautify stops; relocate 3 route.

RSA, GRTC

Not necessary

Annual updates & com-

FACADES

LOCATION

PARTNERS

FUNDING

TIMELINE

Target facades in need of im-

Grayland Ave to Cary

Private building owners,

Private matching grant

As applicable - SFCD can

provement with designs that are

Street on Robinson.

RSA, SFCD

funding could be avail-

assist with design plans.

consistent with the corridor and

able to offset costs

enliven the street.

COMMUNITY COMMENTS

Conduct survey of cor-

RSA, SFCD, building

Private matching grant

As applicable - SFCD can

ridor to identify other

owners

funding could be avail-

assist with design plans.

buildings in need of
Do something about abandoned

facade upgrades and set

house at Floyd and Main Street;

meeting with owners

able to offset costs

Encourage creative signage.

STREET ART
Work with VMFA to identify
potential temporary, high quality, installations that could be
placed along the Robinson Street
Corridor. The RSA, VMFA, SFCD
and VCUarts would need to set a
meeting to discuss this possibility,
establish a scope, and develop a
memorandum of understanding
that could be used with business
owners and the RSA if and when
temporary art could be installed.
A planning meeting is needed to
establish potential funding sources, locations and timeline for this
process.

ABANDONED HOUSE BETWEEN FLOYD AND MAIN
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TRAFFIC CALMING

LOCATION

FUNDING

To reduce occurances of speeding

Check traffic data to

RSA, DPW - Transpor-

Public funding potential-

and increase pedestrian, bike

determine where there

tation Engineering (Tom

ly available when crash

and vehicular safety along the

are high incidences of

Flynn),

data, neighborhood sup-

Robinson Street Corridor - traffic

accidents and speak with

port, and council sup-

calming strategies should be

neighbors and business

port are all established.

installed.

owners to get perspective of where traffic

COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Paint crosswalks to raise
awareness of pedestrian zones,
although community would prefer
harder materials when funding
becomes available.

CITY COMMENTS
A traffic calming device will be
installed at the intersection of
Robinson and Floyd Ave for the
Floyd Bike Boulevard Project
(from Laurel St./Monroe Park to
Thompson St.). DPW can review
the Robinson Street corridor
but will need neighborhood and
council support as well as speed
and crash data to determine if
physical calming devices are
required.
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PARTNERS

calming devices are
needed

TIMELINE
1 - 3 years

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
In order to pursue improvements
to the public right of way,
stakeholders should create an
organizational structure that
will take the steps necessary to
implement community-endorsed
changes to Robinson Street.
Beyond the Association in general
- committees could be formed
with relevant community and city
partners for: Greening, Street
Art, Advocacy, Grant Writing/
Development, GRTC Trolley Site,
and Production/Design. These
committees can be formed as RSA
sees fit.
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APPENDIX

Robinson Street Workshop II
December 14, 2013 - 10am - 12pm
Retreat Hospital Board Room
110 N. Robinson Street, RVA

Storefront for Community Design
Robinson Street - Workshop I
November 16, 2013
10:00am - 12:00pm

Robinson Street Streetscape Prioritization Workshop I

Agenda
10:00 - 10:10

Arrival, Sign-In

10:10 - 10:15

Welcome

10:15 - 10:25

Existing Conditions
Mark Hill’s Plan
Urban Design Walk
Capital Improvements Program Budget

10:25 - 11:30

Mapping Prioritization Exercise
1) Break into 4 groups and gather around the large maps of Robinson St.
2) Mark on the map where your business, residence or interest is located
3) Use the markers/pens and pencils provided to illustrate baseline changes to corridor:
a) GREEN - greenspace (planters, hanging baskets, greenwalls, etc.)
b) BLUE - Sidewalks & Crosswalks (repairs needed, built out crosswalks, signals)
c) YELLOW - Lighting (pedestrian scale lights, lights on buildings, etc.)
d) RED - Traffic Flow & Parking suggestions
e) PURPLE - Street Furniture (Benches, trash cans, bike racks, etc.)
f) ORANGE - Signage (way finding, gateways, etc.)
g) BLACK - Other
4) Refer to the discussion prompts provided to guide your mapping
5) Discuss options with group & STAR group’s top 3 priorities

11:30 - 11:45

Report out from each group

11:45 - 11:55

Discuss public vs. private funding & next workshop

12:00

Adjourn

Agenda
10:00 - 10:10

Arrival, Sign-In, Refreshments

10:10 - 10:25

Welcome
Introductions
Brief Review of Workshop I
Report from meeting with city Capital Improvements
contact

10:25 - 10:30

Instructions for Prioritization and Dot Voting Exercise

10:30 - 11:30

Prioritization and Dot Voting Exercise

11:30 - 11:45

Voting review and discussion

11:45 - 12:00

Wrap-up and Final Questions

Prioritization and Implementation. Around the room you will see 15 different priorities put forward
by the group gathered for Workshop I. Under each of these priorities is a description, potential locations,
potential partners, potential public and private funding sources, and and estimated timeline. If there are
details missing from any of these priorities, please use the sheet of paper next to each priority to add any
pertinent information. After you review each priority, proceed to the dot voting exercise explained below.
Dot Voting Exercise. Each participant will be given 8 green dots and 2 red dots.
Use the green dots to vote for your top priorities. If you have 8 priorities you think are equally important
you can put one dot on each of the 8. If you have a couple priorities that are more important you can
use more dots on these sheets. If you have just one priority, you may use all 8 of your dots on one
priority. Use them as best fits your prioritization for the Robinson Street corridor.
Use the red dots to note which priorities you think are unimportant. You do not have to use the red dots,
but, if there are listed priorities you think are either unrealistic, unattainable or unimportant, please use a
red dot to show this perspective.
If you would like to provide detail, perspective or justification for your vote for or against any priority,
please use the sheet of paper next to the priority or a post it note to do so.

About Storefront
Founded in February 2011, The Storefront for Community Design is Richmond’s non-profit design and building resource. We bring public and private
resources to a central location to help facilitate projects for individuals, organizations and businesses.
The Storefront works with homeowners, organizations and businesses to encourage quality community development and strengthen the legacy of our
urban neighborhoods through education, advocacy and participation.
Contact: Ryan Rinn, Executive Director - ryan@storefrontrichmond.org

Storefront for Community Design - 205 E. Broad Street, RVA 23219 - (804)322-9556 - www.storefrontrichmond.org

Storefront for Community Design - 205 E. Broad Street, RVA 23219 - (804)322-9556 - www.storefrontrichmond.org
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